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Intro

We’re going to talk about Apple Siri today. What is Siri? How 

does it work?

We’ll start with the broad technology that Siri falls into, 

i.e. AI and we’ll play with Siri, then we’ll discuss the 

components of Siri to understand how it works and then 

finally we’ll touch upon other developments in AI.

My backgound. M.S. Computer Engg (RPI) and MBA (NYU). Worked 

for Nuance (Speech Rec behind Siri) (As VUI designer, 

developer, Project Manager and people Manager)



Siri is an example of Artificial Intelligence

Techopedia Definition: What is AI?

Artificial intelligence (AI) is an area of computer science that emphasizes the creation of intelligent machines that work and react like 

humans. Some of the activities computers with artificial intelligence are designed for include:

Speech recognition

Learning

Planning

Problem solving



What does Siri Stand For? Where Did It Come From?

Speech Interpretation and Recognition Interface

Siri is a Spin-Off of SRI International, a DARPA project.

So was Nuance, who provided the speech recognition technology to Apple.



Try Siri and Google

Turn off WiFi and Data

Change Language

Change voice

Try saying different things

a. Woodchuck

b. Weather

c. Stock quotes

d. Star Wars movie

e. Will you marry me?

f. Are you a male or female?

Try Google Search

1.Starwars at Vue Cinema

2.How does Siri work?

3.What is ….

4.Images for AI

5.Stock quotes



Building Blocks of Siri

1. Speech to Text

2. Semantic Interpretation or Meaning Extraction

a. Via Language Models and Grammars

3. Transaction Processing

a. Task at hand, use case

4. Text To Speech



Speech to text  and Meaning Extraction - aka Speech Recognition



How is Speech Produced?

Source: http://www.slideshare.net/bethfernandezaud/anatomy-of-speech-production



How is Speech Produced? - Cont..2

Source: http://www.slideshare.net/bethfernandezaud/anatomy-of-speech-production



Speech Processing and Modeling- Try GoldWav

en-US Phoneme set: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms717239(v=vs.85).aspx

i: fleet, I: dimple



How do we make the Computer Learn?

What can be provided to the computer? A speech signal.

What should the computer output? Best estimate of the sequence of words spoken by the user.

It’s not practically possible to make every speaker say every word and in every order to make the computer 

memorize?

So what is the best alternative?

Model the human speech.

How do we do that? In two parts at a high level. An acoustic model and a Language Model.



Machine Learning - Models used

1. Acoustic Model

2. Language Model

3. Meaning extraction

The purpose of the speech signal is to carry a message. Actual message is encoded in the 

signal. 

Only thing that can be observed is an audio signal.

How is an acoustic model built? A large amount of audio is collected from a large number 

of speakers along with the transcriptions. This is then represented as a mathematical 

(probabilistic model) so that when an unknown speech is given to this model, the model 

can output the most likely match of the phone-phoneme-word sequence. What will aid in 

accuracy? Constrain the search space. By using Language Models and grammars.



Challenges of Speech Recognition

● Continuous speech - Word boundaries, coarticulation.

● Sound alike: Acept- Except, Effect-Affect

● Homonyms - Write-Right

● Noise

● Side Speech

● Signal distortion

etc. 

Handled using different techniques.

LM uses context and domain specific knowledge to constrain the search space.



Transaction Processing

1. Once the system extracts the meaning, i.e the information or the gyst, next step is 

to act on it.

2. Let’s see some exampls in Siri.

Challenges. Which context?

● Go Abroad: In Banking, it means, set travel abroad flag. For a travel agent. book a 

flight

Transaction completion- Siri takes you to a partner.

● Book tickets to the Martian movie

● Book a table for two at Sahara restaurant

Notice: Error handling



Text to Speech

1. Finally, how to provide the info back to the user?

Text To speech

and Graphics combination

2. How does TTS work?

Similar to ASR. A model is created with a voice talent speaking pre-determined set of 

phrases. This is post processed along with a phonetic dictionary. A new unknown sentence 

can be put together from this model using the model.

en-US: known as Samantha. A well known voice over artist. 

TTS using your voice can also be produced. Can anyone with that TTS impersonate 

Samantha? Not easily. Still sounds not very natural. Sangeeta in India. Rishi - en-India 

male. Reason. Persona etc. 



What Other Applications?

1. Voice Verficiaton - Biometrics

2. Machine Translation

3. Multi-lingual conversations

4. Chat Bots- Virtual Agents



Current Status of AI
ANI -



Artificial Intelligence- Other Examples

As we’ve seen, at the core of AI is machine learning. This can be applied to 

many other use cases. These are all ANI.

1.Zillow - Property price prediction

2.Amazon: Product recommendations

3.Product reviews: Classification as thumbs up or thumbs down. Sentiment 

analysis.

4.Google news, Clustering

5.Image retrieval - Similar images- Deep learning and so on. 



Natural Language Speech Recognition is a 

Complex Muluti-Disciplinary Advanced 

Technology That Managed to Reach Mass 

Consumer Base via Apple Siri and IVR 

Deployments.
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